An abstract asymptotic theory of a family of self-adjoint operators {HK}K>O acting in the tensor product of two Hilbert spaces is presented and it is applied to the nonrelativistic limit of the Pauli-Fierz model in quantum electrodynamics and of a spin-boson model. It is proven that the resolvent of HK converges strongly as K-+ 00 and the limit is a pseudoresolvent, which defines an "effective operator" of HK at K;::;; 00. As corollaries of this result, some limit theorems for HK are obtained, including a theorem on spectral concentration. An asymptotic estimate of the infimum ofthe spectrum (the ground state energy) of HK is also given. The application of the abstract theory to the above models yields some new rigorous results for them.
I. INTRODUCTION
This paper consists of two parts: one is concerned with an abstract asymptotic theory of a family of self-adjoint operators and the other presents its application to the nonrelativistic limit of the Pauli-Fierz l -9
and a spin-boson model. [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] The Pauli-Fierz model is a model in quantum electrodynamics and describes a nonrelativistic one-electron atom coupled to a quantized radiation field. It is known that the model is a realistic one in the sense that in a nonrelativistic region, it explains well some physical phenomena such as the Lamb shift, although the explanations are usually done by using formal perturbation calculations to which rigorous mathematical basis has not yet been given. Only a few mathematically rigorous results have been obtained for the model. 4 • 5
The spin-boson model we consider describes a twolevel atom coupled to a quantized Bose field and can be regarded as a simplified version of the Pauli-Fierz model. 8 The nonrelativistic limit we study on these models is a scaling limit of the speed oflight at the same time as the coupling constant of the models gets a scale transformation, which, as far as we know, has not been discussed in the literature.
To treat the problem of the nonrelativistic limit of the Pauli-Fierz and the spin-boson model in a unified way, we first present in Sec. II an abstract asymptotic theory of a family of self-adjoint operators {H K} K > 0 acting in the tensor product of two Hilbert spaces. The self-adjoint operator HK is an abstract version of operators unitarily equivalent to Hamiltonians of some models of an atom coupled to a quantized radiation field, including the Pauli-Fierz and the spinboson model. We prove that the resolvent of HK converges strongly as K-+ 00 and the limit is a pseudoresolvent, which defines an "effective" operator of HK at K;::;; 00. Introducing a concept of "partial expectation" of operators, we represent the effective operator more explicitly. In applications, partial expectations can be used also to describe "fluctuations" caused by a quantized radiation field on an atom (see Sec. III). Further, we obtain an asymptotic estimate of the infimum ofthe spectrum (the ground state energy) of H K • The abstract theory presented here is closely related to asymptotic theories given in Refs. 16-18. But our class of HK is different from the operators considered there in the scaling order with respect to K. There may be different asymptotic theories depending on the scaling order of K and the form of the relevant operators. We also discuss the spectral concentration
In Sec. III we discuss the Pauli-Fierz model, which, as mentioned above, describes a one-electron atom coupled to a quantized radiation field. For a mathematical generality, we consider the case where the one-electron atom is placed in the d-dimensional space (d-;;.2) . The total Hamiltonian of the model is given by a self-adjoint operator H{e,e) with parameters c > 0 and eelR\ {o} denoting the speed of light and the elementary charge (the coupling constant in this model), respectively. The scaled Hamiltonian is defined by H{K) = H(e{K),e{K» with e(K) = Ke and e(K) = ,(312 e.
The nonrelativistic limit we study is taken in the sense of the scaling limit K-+ 00. Since le{K) 1-+ 00 as K-+ 00, the nonrelativistic limit is a scaling limit of the speed of light at the same time as the magnitude of the coupling constant becomes infinite. We show that H{K) is unitarily equivalent to an operator lI(K), which is of the form of HK discussed in Sec. II.
Applying the abstract theory in Sec. II to II (K), we find that the effective operator of lI(K) is a Schrodinger operator HA,eff ' In the case d = 3, the potential operator ofH A • eff coincides with the effective potential that Welton 3 proposed to calculate some observable effects of the quantized radiation field such as the Lamb shift. In Ref. 3 the effective potential was derived by physical arguments. We derive it as a scaling limit in the sense described above, starting from the total Hamiltonian H{K). This does not only justify rigorously the effective potential of Welton but also clarifies a mathematical meaning of it, in other words, in what sense the effective potential is "effective." Further, we show that the ground state energy of the model is nondecreasing as a function of K and obtain an estimate ofthe ground state energy, which, to our knowledge, has not been given so far in the literature. We also prove that the spectrum of H(K) is asymptotically concentrated on the spectrum of H A • eff "locally" as K-+ 00.
In Sec. IV we consider the spin-boson model. The nonrelativistic limit of this model is also a scaling limit of the speed of light at the same time as the magnitude of the coupling constant becomes infinite, but the scaling order of the coupling constant is different from that of the Pauli-Fierz model. We show that the total Hamiltonian of the model is unitarily equivalent to an operator H(K) of the form of HK in Sec. II. We derive the effective operator of H(K). Moreover, we show that the ground state energy is nondecreasing in the scaling parameter K and obtain an estimate of the ground state energy, which siightly improves that given by Davies. 10 We also give a meaning to the transition probability between the two degenerate ground states of the model without the atom part (cf. Ref. 11). Finally, we prove the existence of a "local" spectral concentration of the total Hamiltonian.
In the last section some remarks are given. We conclude the present paper with an Appendix, where we prove some limit theorems related to the strong convergence of resolvents in which the limiting operator is a pseudoresolvent.
II. AN ABSTRACT ASYMPTOTIC THEORY
In this section we present an abstract asymptotic theory for a class of self-adjoint operators. The theory developed below may be formulated in a more abstract setting using a Banach space as in Ref. 16 and for a more general class of operators. In the present paper, however, we take a Hilbert space formulation and restrict our consideration to a class of self-adjoint operators, which allows us to obtain more concrete and stronger results in some respects.
In Further, by property (iii) of C", we have By the uniform convergence of the series on the right-hand side (rhs) of (2. 14), we can interchange the limit K -+ 00 and the summation :I n to obtain (2.19) where
In particular, if liCK -C 11-0 as K-+ 00, then,
(2,20)
Let P j (j = 1, 2) be the orthogonal projection from fF onto fFj' It is easy to see that
PI =I®P o , P 2 =I®(/-P o )'
We can write
For all IIIEfFI nDA,B with 1111111 = 1, we have
Hence, it follows from the variational principle that
which implies the second inequality of (2.19), [Note that
To prove the first inequality of (2.19), we write IIIED A • B with 1\11111 = 1 as 111=111) +1112' with IIIjEfFj (j = 1,2). Then, using the Schwarz inequality and the fact that A is non-negative andB ~ (Ker B)l';;;.b>O, we have
It is easy to show that the inequality
holds for all a > 0, /3>0 and O<x< 1. Applying this inequality with a=bK-E", (K) -IICKII>O and /3=2I1C K II, we obtain the first inequality of (2.19). Formula (2.20) follows from (2.19), Lemma 2.3, and the fact that 7JK-+O (K-+ (0).
• Remark' As the above proof shows, the second inequality of (2.19) holds also for the case where C K and C are not bounded.
In order to write H", in a more explicit way, we introduce a concept of "partial expectation" for linear operators. For SEB( Sf?) (the space of all bounded linear operators on Sf?) and f ,gE%, we define the sesquilinear form qf,g ( . , . ) on
which is bounded with Iqf,g(u,v)I<IISlIlIfllllgllllullllvll· Therefore, by the Riesz lemma, there exists a unique Ef,g (S)EB(~) such that
IIEf,g (S) II < II fllllgllliS II· We also define Et<S)EB(~) by

Ef(S) = Ej,f(S),
Wecal1the operator Ef,g (S)
[resp. Ef(S)] the partial expectation of Swith respect to {f,g} (resp.j). Note that, in the caseS=L®MwithLEB(~) andMEB(%), we have
Some elementary facts of Ef,g (S)
are summarized in the following proposition, whose proof is left to the reader. Proposition 2.5: (i) For all f,g,hE%, a,/3Ee, and SEB(Sf?),
Eh.af+pg(S) = aEhJ(S) + /3Eh.g(S).
(ii) For allf,gE%, a,/3Ee, and S,TEB( Sf?),
(iii) For allf,gE% and SEB( Sf?),
Ef,g(S)* = EgJ(S*).
The following continuity properties of the map :S -+ EJ.g (S) can also be easily proved. Proposition 2.6: Let S,SnEB( Sf?), n> 1, and f,gE%.
Then:
Lemma 2. 7: Let PEB( %) be an orthogonal projection with dim Ran P= n < 00. Let {.Ij}j= 1 be an orthonormal basis of Ran P. Then, for all SEB( Sf?),
where PkjEB(%) is defined by
In particular, if n = 1 and Ran P = {ala laEe} with lifo II = 1, then
Proof' Let u,~ andf,gE%. Then we have 
DK(S) ;DK(S)CD(S),
A where ® denotes algebraic tensor product.
Let SElE ( Sf?). Then, for all fE%, gED K (S), and VEDy (S), the conjugate linear functional
on ~ is bounded with IL(u)I<llfIIIlS(v®g)lllIull· Therefore, by the Riesz lemma, there exists a unique vector
IIEf,g(S)vll<lIfIlIlS(v®g)lI·
The map :v-+Ef,g (S)~ is linear. Hence, Ef,g (S) gives a densely defined linear operator in ~ with
D(Ef,g(S» = DK(S). We remark thatEf,g (S) may depend on the choice of the pair of the subspaces DK(S) and D K (S). A criterion for the closability of Ef,g (S)
is given by the following proposition.
Proposition 2.9: Let SEE(Sf?). Suppose that S* is in
E(2"). Then, for alljEDy (S*),geDy (S), Ef,g(S) is closable and
Eg,f(S*) CEf,g (S)*.
Proof It is straightforward to see that for all
which implies the desired result.
• Lemma 2.7 is translated into the present case as follows. Lemma 2.10: Let P and {.Ij}J= I be as in Lemma 2.7. Suppose that SEE( 2") with Ran PCD.~ (S). Then, the same conclusion as in Lemma 2.7 holds for S.
The above lemma and (2.10) immediately give the following result.
Proposition 2.11: Suppose that dim Ker B = n < 00 and Cis in E(2") with Dy (C) ::JKer B. Let {Jj}J= I be an orthonormal basis of Ker B. Then,
In particular, ifKer B = {alo laEC} with 1110 11= 1, then
where
The following fact easily follows from Theorems 2.1, 2.2, and (2.24).
Theorem 2.12: Let C be as in Proposition 2.11 and
Ker B = {alo laEC} with 1110 II = 1. Then: (i) Let ZEC be as in Theorem 2.1. Then
(ii) For all FEC"" (R),
s-lim F(H K ) =F(H eff ) ®P o '
Under the assumption of Theorem 2.12, the self-adjoint operator Heff may be regarded as an "effective" operator, in the asymptotic region K::::: 00, of H K restricted to the subspace
K®KerB.
We next consider the relation between the spectrum of HK and of H eff . Theorem 2.13: Under the assumption of Theorem 2.12, we have:
(ii) Let {E A (H K ) } and {E A (H eff ) } be the spectral family of HK and of H eff , respectively. Let a,hER, a < b, and a,bff.U pp (H eff ), whereu pp (H eff ) denotes the pure point spectrum of H eff . Then,
Proof: This follows from Theorem 2.12 and an application of Theorem A.2 in the Appendix.
• Let A I be a symmetric operator in K such that A + A I has a discrete spectrum. We may write HK as
where and hence
we obtain
E AC(R) (H K ) -+0,
strongly as K-+ 00. Thus the desired result follows.
• Remark: The above result is weaker than the standard result on spectral concentration (e.g., Chap. VIII, Sec. 5, 
III. THE PAULI-FIERZ MODEL
In this section we apply the abstract theory in the last section to the Pauli-Fierz model to study its nonrelativistic limit.
A. Definition of the model and some fundamental facts
The model describes a quantum system of a one-electron atom coupled to a quantized radiation field 1-4 (cf. also Refs. [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . For a mathematical generality, we assume that the one-electron atom is placed in the d-dimensional space Rd (d>2). We shall denote by fz (resp. m, c) the Planck constant divided by 21T (resp. the electronic mass, the speed of 
JR d
Condition (V -1) implies that V is infinitesimally small with respect to p2 and hence the Hamiltonian of the atom
is self-adjoint on D(p2) and bounded from below.
Remark: If V is a Phillips perturbation of p2, then V satisfies (V -1) (see Refs. 23 and 24). It was proved in Ref. 23 that if
withq> d /2 and q>2, then Vis a Phillips perturbation ofp2.
In particular, it follows that the Coulomb potential in the case d = 3 satisfies (V-l) and (V-2).
We use the Coulomb gauge in quantizing the radiation field. The Hilbert space of state vectors for the quantized radiation field is then defined by the boson Fock space:
Y EM = EB:=o®~W over the Hilbert space 
To define the interaction between the atom and the radiation field as an operator in Y, we have to introduce a cutoff for photon momenta: Letp(x) be a real distribution on JRd such that its Fourier transform
is a measurable function and depends only on Ik I with
Then we define the time-zero radiation field with cutoff p by The total Hamiltonian of the coupled system of the atom and the radiation field with the full minimal interaction reads: (3.10) where eER'\ {O} is a coupling parameter denoting the elementary charge. In the present paper, however, we take as the total Hamiltonian of the coupled system a version of H simplified in the following way: ( Further, we take the mass renormalization of the electron into account, i.e., we introduce the "bare mass" mo of the electron by 
E(K) = inf u(H(K».
Then, E(K) is nondecreasing in K.
• (3.25 ) Proof: Since HF is non-negative, we have from (3.22) 
lI(K) >lI(K'),
for all K> K' > O. By Lemma 3.1, we have
Hence, E(K»E(K'), for K>K'>O. (3.26) where V eff is the multiplication operator associaed with the function
Proof: By Lemma 3.1 and condition (V-1),
D(p2) ®D(H F ) CDo cD(C( V». Hence, C( V) is in lE(Y).
To prove (3.26), we first consider the case where VeY(R d ).
Then it follows that for allf,geL 2(R d ),
Then, it is not so difficult to see that 00) strongly. On the other hand, we have
En(C( Vn »-En(C( V»(n-
for all xeRd. Thus we obtain (3.26). Finally, let V satisfy (V -1) and (V -2). Denoting by X n the characteristic function of [O,n] , neN, we define
Then Vn is bounded and hence (3.26) holds with V replaced by V n • It is easy to see that for all \IIeD o ,
It follows from condition (V-2) that I V I elf is a continuous function on Rd. Hence, by using the dominated convergence theorem, we have
which, combined with (3.29), gives • Proof: By Lemma 3.1, we need only to consider the scal- 
We have Ker HF = {aOlaeC}. Hence we obtain from Theorem 2.12(i)
which, together with (3.26), gives (3.32).
•
Remarks: (i) In the case d = 3, V elf coincides with the effective potential given by Welton, 3 who derived it by physical arguments to calculate some observable effects of the quantized radiation field such as the Lamb shift. Theorem 3.4 shows that the effective potential can be derived as a scaling limit of the total Hamiltonian H(K). This does not only justify rigorously the effective potential but also clarifies a mathematical meaning of it.
(ii) As (3.27) shows, the effective potential V elf is a Gaussian transformation of the original potential V. The functional C(p) of p, which characterizes the Gaussian transformation, has a mathematical meaning: let x( D be defined by (3.28). Then it follows from the proof of Lemma 3.3 that Then, for all
Proof' Since V is bounded in the present case, we have 
IIC( V)II = IIVII·
IV. THE SPIN-BOSON MODEL
•
The spin-boson model we are going to discuss describes a two-level atom coupled to a quantized Bose field (a simplified version ofa quantized radiation field) (e.g., Ref. 13 for a review and Refs. [10] [11] [12] 14 , and 15 for some rigorous resuits). We denote by fl > 0 the half of the gap of the two energy levels of the unperturbed atom. The total Hamiltonian of the model is given as follows:
Here, the Hilbert space in which H acts is 
We have set Ii = 1. (4.6) which is the scaled Hamiltonian we are going to study in the asymptotic region K-::::; 00. The operators (4.10) where W=fl(U~+ U~_). 
W(k)2
(4.14 )
Then,
Proof:
By computing the inner product
we see that
It is straightforward to show that
Thus (4.15) follows. Theorem 4.4: For all ZEC,\ [ -p" 00 ), Further, we have F(c,A. ).
Hence, applying Theorem 2.4 with the identifications (4.17), we obtain (4.18).
• Remarks: (i) The ground state ofthe model H(K) with p, = 0 is twofold degenerate. We note that F( c,A.) 2 is equal to the transition probability between the two ground states at zero temperature and in the case K = 1 (cf. Ref. 11).
(ii) Inequality (4.18) gives a nonperturbative estimate of the ground state energy of H(K) with respect to both parameters p, and A and slightly improves the estimate given by Davies. to As for the spectral concentration of H(K), we have the following result. 
Proof: We first note that the spectrum of the effective operator p,F(C,A.)CT I is equal to {± p,F(c,A.)}. Then, in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 3.6, we obtain the desired result.
v. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper we have developed an abstract asymptotic theory of a family of self-adjoint operators, which allows us to study in a unified way the nonrelativistic limit of the Pauli-Fierz and a spin-boson model. We have obtained some new rigorous results for the models, including an asymptotic estimate of their ground state energy and the existence of "local" spectral concentration.
Our method can be applied to other quantum field models whose Hamiltonians can be transformed by unitary transformations ("dressing transformations") to operators of the form of HI( discussed in Sec. II.
In the present paper we have considered only the case where the quantum system under consideration is at zero temperature. In the case of finite temperature, we have to reformulate the asymptotic theory in Sec. II in terms of correlation functions of a KMS state associated with HI(' The following topics may be worth being studied as a continuation of the present work.
(i) Extension of the abstract theory in Sec. II to the case where the operator CI( is more singular and/or the scaling order of CI( in K is different.
(ii) The nonrelativistic limit of the Pauli-Fierz model (3.13) without the dipole approximation. In this case, a formal perturbation calculation suggests that we should have an effective potential different from V etr given by (3.27) (cf.
Ref. 3).
(iii) The nonrelativistic limit of the model whose Hamiltonian is given by (3.10). In the case ofthe dipole approximation, we may use the results in Ref. 7 .
APPENDIX: SOME LIMIT THEOREMS
In Sec. II we encounter a strong convergence of resolvent that is different from the usual strong resolvent convergence in that the limiting operator is not the resolvent of an operator. In this Appendix we present some limit theorems related to such a strong resolvent convergence, which are variants of the standard limit theorems of the usual strong resolvent convergence (e.g., Refs. 20 and 21). We first consider a general case. Remark: The commutativity of the resolvent of T with Q implies that T is reduced by Ran Q, so that T ~ Ran Q is also self-adjoint.
Proof: The proof of (A2) can be done in the same way as in the proof of Theorem VIII.20(a) in Ref. 21 . The point that we are careful about in the present case is that the limiting operator (T -z) -IQ is not a resolvent. We can show that for all polynomials P = P(x,y) in two variables x, y: P( (Tn + i) -I, (Tn -i) -I) --+ p( ( T + i) -1, ( T -i) -I)Q strongly as n --+ 00, where we have used the assumption that Q is an orthogonal projection commuting with the resolvent of T. We then see that (A2) follows from a slight modification of the proof of Theorem VII1.20(a) in Ref. 21 .
If Tn is bounded from below uniformly in n, then a standard method shows that Tis bounded from below and (AI) holds for Z<Zo =min{inf n En,E}. We fix a real number A < Zo' Then, a standard formula on the strong convergence of bounded linear operators gives with an orthogonal projection P on %. Denote by EA (Tn) and EA (S) the spectral family of Tn and S, respectively. Then: (i) If a,hER, a < b, and (a,b) n u( Tn ) = 0 for all n, then (a,b) Journal of Mathematical Physics is copyrighted by the American Institute of Physics (AI P). Redistribution of journal material is subject to the AI P online journal license and/or AlP copyright. For more information, see http://ojps.aip.org~mp~mpcr.jsp Copyright of Journal of Mathematical Physics is the property of American Institute of Physics and its content may not be copied or emailed to multiple sites or posted to a listserv without the copyright holder's express written permission. However, users may print, download, or email articles for individual use.
II(T-A) -IQII< lim II(T n -A) -III.
